'Hall-Oh!' By Beth Saulnier

Across
1. Freshly painted
4. Currier’s printmaking partner (121 Tower Rd., 1962)
8. Facts and figures
12. __ League (alliance founded in 1945)
14. Don't just stand there
16. Reverberate
17. Houston university (340 Tower Rd., 1912)
18. Hitching post?
19. Ill-tempered
20. Flower feature
22. ___ mater (brain membrane)
23. Coastal raptor
24. Double-crosser
26. Coconut sources
28. What a Cincinnati baseball fan may sport
31. "Winter Soldier" Bucky (129 Ho Plaza, 1887)
34. Newton fruit
35. Chop off
37. Naughty notes
39. Calendar square (144 Feeney Way, 1947)
40. Peanut butter candy bar (142 Sciences Dr., 1965)
43. Shapiro of NPR
44. Top dog
47. Cry from Homer Simpson
48. Edmonton's hockey team
49. Equilibrium
50. Bard's feet
51. Winter Olympics event
53. Sis, e.g.
55. Dolphins' home
57. City near Phoenix
59. Sorrowful sound
61. Describe
63. Chronicle
64. Close to closed
65. Wise (114 Feeney Way, 1872)
68. Cornellian color

Down
1. Distort
2. Buffalo's county
3. Diplomacy
4. 401(k) alternative
5. African plain (var.)
6. Relish
7. Sacred beetle
8. Lord's estate
9. Laptop brand
10. Larger ___ life
11. Five-star
12. Facial features
15. Skipper's syllables
16. WWI battle site
17. Smelting waste
18. Cairo's land
19. Campainer, for short
20. Glorify
21. French body of water
22. After-bath powder
23. Doubtfire or Maisel
24. Iranian currency
25. Campaigner, for short
26. Long, narrow groove
27. Pharma approver (abbr.)
28. Smelting waste
29. Cairo's land
30. Campainer, for short
31. London's isle
32. Care for
33. Before, in poetry
34. Relish
35. Chop off
36. Endorse
37. Naughty notes
38. Endorse
39. Calendar square (144 Feeney Way, 1947)
40. Peanut butter candy bar (142 Sciences Dr., 1965)
43. Shapiro of NPR
44. Top dog
47. Cry from Homer Simpson
48. Edmonton's hockey team
49. Equilibrium
50. Bard's feet
51. Winter Olympics event
53. Sis, e.g.
55. Dolphins' home
57. City near Phoenix
59. Sorrowful sound
61. Describe
63. Chronicle
64. Close to closed
65. Wise (114 Feeney Way, 1872)
68. Cornellian color